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Communism meaning in urdu and in english

(Definition of communism from Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) Communism The meaning in English for Urdu تاواسم , as written in Urdu and Masawaat, as written in Roman Urdu. There are many synonyms of communism that include
collectivism, Leninism, Marxism, socialism, totalitarianism, Bolshevism, Proletariat Rule, State Property, etc., [kom-yuh-niz-uh m] تاواسم  Masawaat Ishtimaliyat تیلامتشا  Ishtirakiat تیکارتشا  Masawaat تاواسم  Communism Urdu Meaning - Find the correct meaning of communism in Urdu, it is important to
correctly understand the word when translated from English to Urdu. There are always several meanings of every word in Urdu, the correct meaning of communism in Urdu is تاواسم , and in Roman we write it Masawaat. Other meanings are Ishtimaliyat, Ishtirakiat and Masawaat. Communism is according
to parts of the noun speech. It found its origins in the mid-19th century: from French communism, from communes (see in common). In our dictionary there are also several similar words to communism, namely collectivism, Leninism, Marxism, socialism, totalitarianism, Bolshevism, proletariat rule and
state property. In addition to similar words, there are always opposite words in the dictionary, the opposite words for communism are capitalism and democracy. Communism is written as [kom-yuh-niz-uh m]. After English in Urdu translation of communism, if you have problems in pronunciation than you
can hear the sound in the online dictionary. Communization Communization Communist advertisement Oxford Manual of the History of Communism. Communism: classical and contemporary. Communism: The story of the idea and its implementation. Useful wordsAnatomy Bod Build chassis Figure flesh
shape frame of the human body material body physical body physique shape Catfish : مسج  Jisim : alternative names for the body of a human being. Leonardo studied the human body Property ownership: تیکلم  Malkiat : an act of possession and control of property. Private : صاخ  Khas : limited to specific
people or groups or providing privacy. Private placeSocialism : تیکارتشا  Ishtrakiyat : a political theory that advocates state ownership of industry. Communism - Urdu Meaning and Translation of Communism ( تیلامتشا  - ishtimaliyat), Total 3 meanings for communism, Roman Urdu Meaning for the word
communism, Synonyms, Antonyms, Image/ Illustration, English Definition and more. Look at the English meanings: ishtiliyatishtirakiatmasawaat definition noun In Eastern Europe was abolished by the fall of communism and the adoption of democracy. political theory derived from Karl Marx, who
advocates class war and leads to a society where all property is publicly owned and every person works and is paid according to their abilities and needs. translation of communism noun Ø§Ø'Ø'ØŞØ±Ø§Ú©ÛŒØŞ example Without it it might not be feasible to negotiate the transition from communism to
democracy. This led to the dismantling and collapse of communism throughout Eastern and Central Europe. In Eastern Europe, it was abolished by the fall of 'communism' and the adoption of democracy. You don't seem to know the difference between capitalism, 'communism' and socialism. Under
socialism or 'communism', profit producers and profit recipients are the same people. The Victory of the Poles in Warsaw was then seen as the salvation of European democracy in the face of 'communism'. First, it should be borne in mind that the collapse of 'communism' came quickly and was not
expected. Ukraine was part of the Soviet Union until the collapse of 'communism' a decade ago. True 'communism' has no government and people own and operate together. Capitalism and 'communism' diminish the status of the individual, both as a citizen and as a human being. Men dominated the
professional system during 'communism', and that hasn't changed. The main cause of the end of the Cold War was the collapse of 'communism' in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. One of the themes of her book is China's change from old 'communism' to new capitalism. Yesterday's is the fifth
completely free parliamentary election since the transition from 'communism' to multi-party democracy in 1989. I returned to Japan in 1948. It could be expected that Marx will continue to explain in detail what 'communism' will be like. We witness a 'communist' leader addressing a union rally interrupted by
police. They got a 'communist' education and sang this song because it was the only one they knew. They both wanted a more 'communist' state and the overthrow of capitalism. I'm a committed socialist and I actually consider myself a 'communist' in the truest sense. You seem to have a very 'communist'
, socialist approach to solving the issue. It's actually a pretty simple concept and I don't understand why we have to resort to a 'communist' approach to sharing wealth. The 'Communists' or the radical left founded the group under different labels from 1973 to 1981. It strengthens what is somewhere
between socialist and 'communist' principles that make the state take more money than it needs, so that it can equalise incomes. A military task force has been formed to protect Western Europe from 'communist' Eastern Europe. He still describes himself as a 'communist' and still calls for revolution.
Credits: Google Translate
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